FORTY     THOUSAND      AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
the hostess assured me, forgetting that it ought to be fresh
fruit. But they looked healthy enough. As advised by
the authorities, they grew some chives outside their window
—a really effective preventative against scurvy. For break-
fast, so the children told me, they usually had dried fish,
tea and bread; for lunch soup with meat and kasha. Meat
was not more expensive than in Moscow, although almost
double the price I had seen in Southern Siberia.
As soon as dinner was over Sakhari Yegarovitch Goshkov
started a speech and conversation which was as long and
as rich in minute details as any in talkative Russia. What-
ever he said he accompanied by searching looks from his
steely grey eyes, to see whether I was following attentively
and believing what he said. He was a little pompous,
Sakhari Yegarovitch, which wras the more funny as he was
a low-built, sturdy Siberian, looking tenacious rather than
strong; and when he fingered his sparse flaxen moustache
I was never sure whether he did it out of vanity or
embarrassment.
He started quite logically, at the beginning.
CI came here in 1930.   I was one of the first.   We were
only 150 altogether and no women.    They followed next
year.   We had four large barracks, wild reindeer were still
grazing not far away, until our noise and some idiots among
us who thought they'd catch them drove them all away.
All was swampy when we arrived at the end of June.
Where the club stands now one could not even tie on a horse;
It would have sunk in, so deep was the mud.   Very few of
us believed that we should ever succeed in building a town
here.    Some thought the first snow would crush our huts
and we would starve and freeze to death. Others refused
to believe that any decent house could ever stand on this
soil of water and ice.   The mosquitoes were a plague; we
had to wear hoods to protect ourselves.   When winter came
and the sun stayed awray the whole twenty-four hours for
the first time a few got hysterical.    They dropped their
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